The Slick (Kcnt2) sodium-activated potassium (K Na ) channel is a rapidly gating and weakly voltage-dependent and sodiumdependent potassium channel with no clearly defined physiological function. Within the dorsal root ganglia (DRGs), we show Slick channels are exclusively expressed in small-sized and medium-sized calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)-containing DRG neurons, and a pool of channels are localized to large dense-core vesicles (LDCV)-containing CGRP. We stimulated DRG neurons for CGRP release and found Slick channels contained within CGRP-positive LDCV translocated to the neuronal membrane. Behavioral studies in Slick knockout (KO) mice indicated increased basal heat detection and exacerbated thermal hyperalgesia compared with wild-type littermate controls during neuropathic and chronic inflammatory pain. Electrophysiologic recordings of DRG neurons from Slick KO mice revealed that Slick channels contribute to outward current, propensity to fire action potentials (APs), and to AP properties. Our data suggest that Slick channels restrain the excitability of CGRP-containing neurons, diminishing pain behavior after inflammation and injury.
Through the study of basic mechanisms in pain transmission, many molecules that promote nociception have been identified, including sodium channels Navs1.7-9, the capsaicin-sensitive Transient Receptor Potential Vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) channel, purinergic receptors, acid-sensing ion channels, and recently the calcium-activated chloride channel Ano1. 1 Included in this expansive list are neuroinflammatory peptides substance P (SP) and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP). Calcitonin gene-related peptide is contained within a subset of nociceptive, small-sized and medium-sized neurons in the trigeminal ganglia (TG) and dorsal root ganglia (DRGs). 2 It could be argued that because molecules that promote nociception are so effective in their ability to transduce pain signals, there needs to be a counterbalance to these molecules and pathways to moderate their effects.
Potassium channels specifically expressed in pain-sensing DRG neurons can diminish nociception because of their inherent abilities to reduce neuronal excitability. 3 One family of potassium channels, called K Na channels, are comprised of the Slack (Kcnt1, Slo2.2, KNa1.1) and Slick (Kcnt2, Slo2.1, KNa1.2) subunits. These channels are thought to reduce excitability. 4 Both Slack and Slick channels have large unitary conductance and are activated by sodium, but the channels exhibit distinct activation kinetics on step depolarizations. 5 Specific roles for Slack channels in DRG neuronal firing and pain have been identified. These channels are ubiquitously expressed in rat DRG neurons, 6 and protein kinase A-dependent internalization of Slack channels from the DRG neuronal membrane was shown to be associated with a loss of firing accommodation resembling nociceptor sensitization. 7 Furthermore, studies from Slack knockout (KO) mice and rats treated with Slackspecific small interfering RNAs indicated enhanced itch and pain responses along with heightened mechanical allodynia during neuropathic pain. [8] [9] [10] There is yet to be a physiological role credited to Slick K Na channels.
In comparison with the canonical sequence of Slack, 11 the Slick channel amino acid sequence is highly homologous with a notable difference in its amino terminal. 12 However, there is significant divergence in channel properties. Namely, Slick channels have rapid gating kinetics, higher reactivity to intracellular chloride, decreased sensitivity to intracellular sodium, basal level of activity in the absence of sodium, weak voltage dependence, 13 and increased sensitivity to small changes in cell volume. 14 Computer simulations proposed that the instantaneous activation properties of Slick channels might affect the elicitation of an action potential (AP) and during sustained depolarizations to reduce the number of APs fired. 15 Taken together, these unique biophysical Slick (Kcnt2) Sodium-Activated Potassium Channels Limit Peptidergic Nociceptor Excitability and Hyperalgesia Danielle 
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properties would predict that Slick channels have a very specific role in regulating neuronal excitability.
We sought to determine the physiological role of Slick channels in DRG neurons and how the channels affect the processing of pain. Here, we report that Slick channels within DRG and TG are exclusively expressed in CGRP-containing neurons, and a pool of channels colocalize to large dense-core vesicles (LDCV)-containing CGRP. Using a previously uncharacterized global Slick-LacZ KO mouse line, we determined that KO mice exhibit a thermal hyperalgesic phenotype and Slick channels shape AP properties. This study identifies a physiological function for Slick channels in moderating nociception.
Methods

Slick KO mice
Kcnt2 KO mice, background strain C57Bl6/J/129 mixed, were a generous gift from Sanofi R&D, France. All experiments were performed on littermates. The transgene consisted of the replacement of exons 2 to 7, encoding the transmembrane domains and pore of Slick Kcnt2 channel gene, with a LacZ LoxP-UB1 EM7 Neo-LoxP cassette. The LacZ exon with a stop codon becomes fused to the exon encoding for amino acid 33, and the resultant insertion created a frameshift in the remaining transcript after stop codon. The total deletion size within gene was 25,218 nucleotides.
Immunohistochemistry
Mice were anesthetized with a high dose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused transcardially with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Lumbar DRGs, lumbar spinal cord, sciatic nerve connected to lumbar DRGs, and paws were removed from the fixed mice and postfixed overnight. Tissue was then cryoprotected in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 30% sucrose overnight. After embedding in freezing media, tissue was sliced on cryostat at a size of 15 μm. Slices were permeabilized with a PBS solution containing 0.2% Triton X-100. Sections were then blocked for 2 hours at room temperature with PBS containing 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Sections were then incubated with a mixture of primary antibodies in PBS containing 3% BSA overnight at 4°C. Primary antibodies included Slick anti-mouse (1:250; NeuroMab, Davis, CA, USA), CGRP anti-goat (1:2000; Abcam), Substance-P anti-guinea pig (1:2000; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA), and Slack anti-chicken (1:750; Bhattacharjee et al 5 ). The Slick NeuroMab antibody has been successfully used for immunohistochemistry (IHC) studies. 16, 17 After several rinses, secondary antibodies including Alexa Fluor 633 anti-mouse, Alexa Fluor 488 anti-goat, Alexa Fluor 546 antichicken, and Alexa Fluor 546 anti-guinea pig were added (1:1000) to PBS containing 3% BSA for 2 hours (Life Technologies, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,MA, USA). Tissue was then mounted on slides using ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI; Life Technologies).
All imaging was performed on a Zeiss AxioImager Z1 Axiophot wide-field fluorescence, with Apotome for optical sectioning. Optimal antibody concentration and exposure time, for each antibody and tissue type, was determined at initial tissue imaging. The same exposure time was used for each tissue type. After exposure, min/max range was selected for optimal contrast and to minimize background. Quantification of relative integrated density of immunofluorescence of individually isolated lumbar DRG soma was done by ImageJ. Raw exported images were opened in ImageJ, followed by freehand isolation of individual DRGs determined by the presence of DAPI. Measurements were taken for each fluorescent channel, where then integrated density was used for quantitative analysis. All tissue was processed under identical fixation and developmental conditions. For 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB)-enhanced sciatic nerve staining, Slick anti-chicken (Bhattacharjee et al 15 ) was used as primary antibody. The next day, a Vectastain Elite ABC Mouse IgG Kit (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA, USA) was used for primary antibody detection using a 1:750 dilution of biotinylated chicken secondary antibody. The DAB reaction was applied for 15 minutes. Each experiment was performed in at least 3 animals per condition specified.
LDCV fractionation
The protocol was adapted from Zhao et al. 18 Briefly, adult mouse DRGs were collected (about 40 DRGs), then homogenized and centrifuged to isolate cells. The resulting pellet was resuspended in osmotic lysis buffer to lyse synaptosomes and then centrifuged. Next, the pellet was resuspended in sucrose buffer and layered onto a continuous sucrose gradient. In the first centrifugation step, the sucrose gradient ranged from 0.3 to 1.2 M sucrose. Samples were collected, and equal-volume aliquots were analyzed by immunoblotting Chromogranin-B anti-mouse (1:1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, USA). The LDCV fractions with Chr-B positive bands were diluted with 0.3 M sucrose and centrifuged. The pellet was resuspended in sucrose buffer, layered onto the second sucrose gradient from 1.1 to 2.0 M sucrose, and centrifuged. Chr-B-positive fractions were pooled and dialyzed by Slide-A-Lyzer Dialysis Cassette (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and then concentrated with 30K molecular weight cutoff (Pierce Protein Biology,Thermo Fisher Scientific,Waltham, MA, USA). Samples were loaded onto any kD TGX Gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). After electrophoresis, the gel was then transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and blocked in 5% nonfat dry milk as a blocking agent for 1 hour. Chromogranin-B anti-mouse (1:1000; Santa Cruz), Slick anti-mouse (1:1000; NeuroMab), and Slack antimouse (1:1000; NeuroMab) antibodies were used for final LDCV-positive fraction Western analysis. The signal was detected using Luminata Forte HRP Substrate (EMD Tomasello et al 3 Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Densitometric analyses of Western blots were performed with Bio-Rad GS-700 flatbed scanning densitometry.
Electron microscopy
Wild-type adult mice underwent cardiac perfusion with 4% PFA in PBS. Lumbar DRGs were excised and postfixed overnight in 4% PFA. Tissue was then placed in 30% sucrose in PBS overnight. Dorsal root ganglia were embedded in agarose and sliced on a vibratome at 40 μm. Tissue was blocked for 1 hour with 3% BSA + 0.2% Triton-X in PBS. Slick anti-mouse antibody (1:500; NeuroMab) or no antibody control was applied overnight in same solution. The next day, a Vectastain Elite ABC Mouse IgG Kit (Vector Labs) was used, with a 1:750 dilution of biotinylated mouse secondary. The DAB reaction was allowed to proceed for 2.5 minutes in the presence of primary antibody and up to 5 minutes in the absence of secondary antibody. Sections were washed with PBS and fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde overnight, then postfixed with 1% osmium tetroxide. Tissue was dehydrated in graded ethanol and embedded in Epon. Thin sections were collected and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Tissue was examined and photographed with an FEI Tecnai G2 Spirit BioTWIN electron microscope equipped with an Advanced Microscopy Techniques (AMT) 16 MegaByte mid-mount CCD camera. Experiment was repeated twice.
Primary DRG neuronal culture
For adult mouse DRG neuronal cultures, mice were euthanized with CO 2 and decapitated. The spine was removed and placed in a Petri dish with Hanks balanced salt solution (Corning, Manassas, VA, USA). Dorsal root ganglia were dissected and dissociated in 0.28 Wünsch units/mL Liberase Blendzyme (Roche Diagnostics Corporation, Indianapolis, IN, USA) for 1 hour at 37°C. Neurons were plated on polyd-lysine (PDL) and laminin-coated coverslips and cultured in Neurobasal-A Medium (Invitrogen (Thermo Fisher Scientific), Waltham, MA, USA) supplemented with B-27 Supplement (Invitrogen), l-glutamine (Invitrogen), and β-nerve growth factor (NGF) (Harlan Bioproducts for Science, Indianapolis, IN, USA). Cultured neurons were stored in a humidified incubator in 5% CO 2 at 37°C.
For embryonic DRG neuronal culture, embryos (E13.5) from pregnant female mice or embryos (E15) from pregnant female Sprague Darley rats were used. Dorsal root ganglia were cultured in media containing NGF for 10 days (mouse) or 5 days (rat) based on time necessary for peptide expression (refer to Tomasello et al 19 for procedure).
Membrane protein biotinylation
Embryonic DRGs were pooled from E15 rats and plated on laminin and PDL 6-well plates, 3 pups per well. For stimulated CGRP release, rat-cultured DRG neurons were incubated in CO 2 chamber at 37°C for 20 minutes in a physiological potassium-containing solution containing (in mM) 140 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 15.6 HEPES ((4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid)), and 10 glucose, pH 7.4 or a high KCl solution containing (in mM) 95.4 NaCl, 50 KCl, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 10 glucose, pH 7.4. Then, 160 μL of 10-mm Sulfo-NHS-SS-Biotin (Thermo Scientific) was added to each well and incubated at room temperature for 45 minutes. A Cell Surface Protein Isolation Kit (Pierce) was used for biotinylation. Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was also added to the kit buffers. Protein was removed from beads by resuspending beads in a gel loading buffer containing sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) for 1 hour at room temperature. Samples were loaded onto any kD TGX Gel (Bio-Rad). After electrophoresis, the gel was then transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and incubated in 5% nonfat dry milk as a blocking agent for 1 hour. Antibodies Slick anti-chicken (1:1000; Bhattacharjee et al 15 ), Slack antimouse (1:1000; NeuroMab), and Actin anti-rabbit (1:2000; Sigma) were used for Western analysis. Note: We used the Slick anti-chicken antibody in rat-cultured neurons because within the Slick anti-mouse antibody-binding epitope 564 to 624, at amino acid position 616, rSlick contains Ala, whereas mSlick contains Thr. In our experience, the Slick anti-mouse antibody was not optimal for detection of rSlick, necessitating the use of the Slick anti-chicken antibody. The signal was detected using Luminata Forte HRP Substrate (Millipore). Densitometric analyses of Western blots were performed by Bio-Rad GS-700 flatbed scanning densitometry (wells: low KCl [n = 2], high KCl [n = 3]).
Immunocytochemistry
After 5 days in culture, rat embryonic DRG neurons were washed with PBS, incubated with membrane marker concanavalin A-AlexaFluor 647 (Con A) (Invitrogen), fixed with fresh 4% PFA for 10 minutes, and then permeabilized in blocking solution that contained 1% BSA for 1 hour at 4°C. Neurons were incubated with Slick anti-mouse (1:250; NeuroMab) and CGRP anti-goat (1:1000; Abcam) antibodies overnight at 4°C overnight followed by a secondary Alexa Fluor 633 anti-mouse and 488 anti-goat (1:1000; Life Technologies) for 2 hours at room temperature. Coverslips were mounted on slides using ProLong Gold Antifade Reagent with DAPI (Life Technologies). Experiments repeated twice with imaging performed in more than 12 coverslips.
Colocalization analysis
Analysis was performed using Imaris software (Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, UK) to identify colocalization between CGRP and Con A membrane marker or Slick and Con A. We used the entire linear range to eliminate human subjectivity and bias when selecting intensity. Colocalization was analyzed by time dependence with automatic threshold and probability calculated by Pearson coefficient. Roughly 85 DRG neurons per condition were analyzed.
Membrane isolation
Whole mouse brain membrane isolation by sucrose fractionation was followed according to Bhattacharjee et al. 5 Wild-type purebred C57/Bl6 mice were compared with Slick heterozygous (HET) and KO C57Bl6/J/129 mixed strain mice for initial characterization of Slick KO mouse line. Bradford assay was used for loading onto SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis gel (Bio-Rad), 30 μg total protein per lane. After electrophoresis, the gel was then transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane and incubated in 5% nonfat dry milk as a blocking agent for 1 hour. Antibody Slick anti-mouse (1:1000; NeuroMab) was used for Western analysis. The signal was detected using Luminata Forte HRP Substrate (Millipore). Densitometric analyses of Western blots were performed by Bio-Rad GS-700 flatbed scanning densitometry. Experiment was repeated twice.
X-gal staining
Wild-type and Slick KO adult mice underwent cardiac perfusion with 4% PFA in PBS. Lumbar DRGs were excised and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in PBS overnight. After embedding in freezing media, tissue was sliced on cryostat 15 μm and then sliced tissue was incubated in prewarmed X-gal working solution in 37°C humidified chamber for 24 hours. Coverslips were mounted on the slides with Permount (EMS, Hatfield, PA, USA ). The X-gal working solution was 1:40 dilution of stock solution in dilution buffer. The stock solution contained 4% X-gal in N,N-dimethylformamide. Dilution buffer comprised 5 nM potassium ferricyanide crystalline, 5 nM potassium ferricyanide trihydrate, and 2 mM magnesium chloride in PBS. Each experiment was performed in at least 3 animals.
Behavioral assessments and pain models
Mice were bred and maintained in a 12-hour light/dark cycle with free access to food and water in Laboratory Animal Facility at the SUNY (The State University of New York) University at Buffalo. All animal procedures were approved by the SUNY University at Buffalo Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and adhered to the National Institutes of Health guidelines. All mice used for behavioral experimentation were adult over the age of 10 weeks. Male and female groups were tested separately. Mice were group-housed from weaning age and littermates were used for experiments, 2 to 4 animals per cage. Naïve mice were used for all experiments, and multiple behavioral tests were not performed. If mice did not habituate throughout duration of entire experiment, they were removed from analysis. Animal weights and age were recorded throughout each experiment and may be reported upon request. Sample size estimates were based on previously published pain behavior models and chosen to achieve level of statistical confidence but low enough to minimize the number of animals as per IACUC guidelines. All behavioral experiments were performed in a blinded manner. Within each genotype and sex, mice were randomly assigned for experimental groups. The number of mice at beginning and end of experiment were the same.
For mechanical allodynia behavioral testing, we used an Ugo Basile Dynamic Plantar Von Frey Apparatus in ascending order of force (1-5 g force) to the plantar surface of hind paws. Mice were first habituated in the room for 2 days (15 minutes in the room, then 30 minutes in the chambers), followed by 3 days of baseline behavioral recording. Scorer was blinded as mice were randomly placed individually in cubicles. The mouse moved about freely on a metal mesh surface in an enclosed area. A 0.5-mm-diameter stainless-steel filament exerted an increasing force to the plantar surface. Paw withdrawal reflex was automatically recorded using 2 metrics: the latency until withdrawal, in seconds, and the force at which the paw was withdrawn, in grams. Maximum force was set to 5 g with cutoff of 15 seconds.
Thermal hyperalgesia behavioral experiments were performed blind with multiple experimental sessions of group caged male and female mice. Mice were first habituated in the room for 2 days (15 minutes in the room, then 30 minutes in the chambers), followed by 3 days of baseline behavioral recording. An Ugo Basile Plantar Hargreaves Apparatus was used for hyperalgesia assessment. Scoring was blinded as mice were randomly placed individually in Plexiglas cubicles mounted on a glass surface at room temperature (~25°C). The radiant heat stimulus was fixed at an IR infrared heat stimulus of 40 with the maximum time of exposure at 15 seconds. The latency to paw withdrawal was automatically recorded. The mean withdrawal latency for each hind paw was computed by averaging 3 to 6 measurements. Pain model procedures were administered the following week to prevent habituation. Sciatic nerve cuffing is an established model that loosely constricts the sciatic nerve with a polyethylene tube and induces an ipsilateral heat thermal hyperalgesia lasting around 3 weeks, along with a sustained ipsilateral mechanical allodynia lasting at least 2 months. 20 For the neuropathic model of pain, sciatic nerve cuffing by Yalcin et al was modified by anesthesia with isoflurane. Behavior was taken every 5 days after procedure, up to 25 days. For complete Freund's adjuvant (CFA) inflammatory model of pain, mice were anesthetized with isoflurane. 20 μL from CFA ampules (Thermo Scientific) was injected into the hind paw with a 28-gauge needle. For each CFA injection, CFA was taken from a new ampule ensuring that every mouse received CFA of identical activity. We observed loss of CFA activity when opened and stored over weeks in the refrigerator. 20 μL of sterile saline was injected as control. Behavior was taken 1, 4, 8, and 12 days after procedure. Caliper was used for edema measurement (Fisher Scientific, Hampton NH, USA).
Tomasello et al 5
For formalin testing, mice were habituated in the behavior room for 15 minutes, then 30 minutes in the formalin chamber before injection. 20 μL of 5% formalin (in sterile saline) was injected intradermally into the right hind paw and mice were placed back in chamber for video recording. Scoring was performed for 1 minute every 5 minutes, up to an hour and averaged by 2 blinded observers from video recordings.
Vaginal cytology
Protocol for vaginal cytology was followed from the work by Byers et al. 21 
Electrophysiology
Adult-cultured DRG electrophysiologic recordings were taken from neurons cultured up to 3 days. Embryonic-cultured DRG electrophysiologic recordings were taken on cultured day 10. For recordings, data were acquired using an Axopatch 200B (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA), digitized, and filtered at 2 kHz using pCLAMP 9.2 (Molecular Devices) acquisition software. Data analysis was performed using Clampfit (Molecular Devices) and Origin 6.0 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA). In voltage-clamp mode, current was recorded at a holding potential of −70 mV, with 200 ms pulses between −120 and +120 mV. A current-clamp protocol consisting of depolarizing steps in increments of 20 pA from −20 to 400 pA (20 ms duration) was used to examine AP properties including resting membrane potential, threshold potential, and rheobase. Firing frequency was examined by measurement of repetitive discharge of each cell on injecting a suprathreshold stimulus of 400 pA for 1000 ms. Measurements obtained from the first AP elicited, with height being the distance from the resting state to the top of the peak and the width as the distance from the initiation of the AP to the most hyperpolarized state. Action potential rising and falling inflections fit to standard exponential function to determine changes in voltage (mV). Time constant (τ) was determined by the following function (f -function, t -sample, Σ -exponential, A -amplitude, i -each component, e -e-fold change, and C -constant y-offset): 
Site-directed mutagenesis
Site-directed mutagenesis of F834Stop was performed using the PfuTurbo (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA)mediated polymerase chain reaction incorporation. rSlick complementary DNA (cDNA) cloned into the expression plasmid pTracer (Invitrogen) was used as the template to introduce mutations. DpnI-digested amplified products were transformed into XL-10 Gold Ultracompetent Cells (Agilent Technologies) and mini-prepped (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The plasmids were sequenced for verification. Chinese hamster ovary cells, a gift from L Kaczmarek, Yale University, were transiently transfected with 1.5 μg of either wild-type (WT) or mutated DNA Lipofectamine Reagent (Invitrogen). Cells were recorded 48 hours after transfection, repeated twice.
Statistical analysis
All statistics were performed on Prism 4 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). All tests were 2-sided, standard error of measure for all measurements. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes; each method was repeated for validation and until an appropriate sample size was achieved comparable with those reported in our field.
Results
Slick channels are only expressed in a subset of DRG neurons
Neurons within the DRG are heterogeneous in response to varying stimuli, including proprioceptive, nociceptive, mechanoreceptive, thermoceptive, and pruriceptive stimuli. 22 Nociceptive neurons also vary by size and peptide expression. We characterized Slick channel expression in somatic afferent DRG neurons. We imaged using the Axioimager for its large dynamic range, which prevents both saturation of pixels and dim regions from appearing artificially granular. For Slick channel adult mouse IHC studies, strong Slick immunolabeling was identified as punctate within the cytoplasm 6 Journal of Experimental Neuroscience of CGRP-positive small-sized and medium-sized lumbar neurons only ( Figure 1 ). Labeling could be detected at the membrane (white arrow), but a substantial proportion of Slick protein was identified intracellularly (gray arrow). More specifically, we observed Slick and CGRP co-immunolabeling within small-sized and medium-sized DRG neurons (yellow arrow). Similar to what was reported previously, 6 and consistent with the Allen Mouse Spinal Cord Atlas (Allen Institute for Brain Science), Slack expression was found throughout mouse lumbar DRG neurons, with most of the immunolabeling localized to the membrane (white arrow) ( Figure 1 ). Slick immunolabeling was also localized to SP-containing lumbar DRG neurons co-expressing CGRP, but Slick immunolabeling was not found in SP-only neurons ( Figure S1A ). We then analyzed Slick and CGRP immunolabeling in TG sensory neurons. Similarly, we observed Slick and CGRP co-immunolabeling in TG neurons, along with Slick immunolabeling in SP-positive neurons that also contain CGRP ( Figure S1B ). Slick and CGRP co-immunolabeling was also identified in the spinal cord, the sciatic nerve, and within the paw comprising epidermal tissue and nerve endings ( Figure S2 ). Immunolabeling was more prominent in DRG somas compared with the spinal cord, the sciatic nerve, and the whole paw, likely because the soma is the site of protein synthesis and packaging. Nonetheless, the extrasomal presence of Slick channels suggests that channels function in both stimulus detection (paw) and neurotransmission (spinal cord).
Slick channels are localized to LDCV
Neuropeptides are packaged into LDCV for transportation, release, and volume transmission. 23 Recently, the TRPV1 channel was shown to localize to LDCV-containing CGRP. 24, 25 Due to the observed Slick and CGRP co-immunolabeling, we hypothesized that Slick channels are targeted to LDCV-containing CGRP. Sucrose fractionation studies were performed on adult mouse DRGs. Chromogranin-B, a specific LDCV matrix granin, was used to identify and pool LDCV-positive fractions through multiple fractionation steps. Slick protein was detected in the final pooled LDCVpositive fractions, whereas we were unable to identify Slack protein in these same fractions (Figure 2A ). To verify Slick localization to LDCV, we performed electron microscopic (EM) studies on adult mouse lumbar DRGs ( Figure 2B ). Slick antibody was enhanced with DAB for imaging, and control staining was assessed without primary antibody ( Figure 2C ). Labeling was identified at LDCV within the cell body of small-sized and medium-sized DRG neurons, confirming that Slick channels are targeted to LDCV. We also examined the movement of Slick-containing and CGRP-containing LDCV after stimulation of vesicle release. Embryonic-cultured DRG neurons were depolarized with high (50 mM) KCl to stimulate LDCV docking and release. 26 Using biotinylation assays to immunoprecipitate protein localized to the cell membrane, we identified a near 2-fold increase by semiquantitative measurements in the amount of Slick protein after stimulation with high KCl as compared with low KCl control ( Figure 3A) . We observed no relative change in the amount of Slack protein at the membrane. Slick and CGRP trafficking to the membrane was also confirmed by immunocytochemistry (ICC) via coimmunolabeling experiments with the surface marker Concanavalin A, following stimulation with high KCl ( Figure  3B ). The observed movement of CGRP to the DRG neuronal membrane represented a freeze-frame of LDCV movement and docking at the membrane before release of materials, as determined by a colocalization signal (yellow immunofluorescence) of CGRP and Slick. Colocalization, defined as cooccurrence by linear relationship, was determined by Pearson coefficient ( Figure 3C ). Values are relative to 1, with 1 being the highest linear relationship of 2 fluorescent intensities. We determined a significant increase in Pearson correlation coefficient between CGRP/Con A and Slick/Con A after incubation with high KCl. Together, these results indicate that Slick and CGRP move to the membrane after stimulation of vesicular release.
Validation of previously uncharacterized Slick KO mouse line
A novel and previously uncharacterized Slick reporter global KO mouse line was used to determine the phenotypic consequence of Slick deletion. In this mouse model, exons 2 to 7 of Kcnt2 were replaced with a LacZ exon containing a stop codon followed by frameshift in sequence after the exon insertion ( Figure 4A ), producing a LacZ transgene fused to exon 1. We validated the Slick KO mouse strain by Western blot using whole mouse brain membrane fractions. Mixed strain Slick HET and KO mouse membrane lysates were compared with purebred C57/Bl6 WT mouse membrane lysates. This was performed for initial characterization of the Slick KO mouse line, and all future experiments used littermate controls. Slick protein loss and antibody specificity in Slick KO mice was confirmed ( Figure S3A ). Next, lumbar DRGs from adult Slick KO mice were isolated and stained for β-galactosidase reactivity. Similar to IHC, LacZ staining was observed only in a proportion of small-sized and medium-sized DRG neurons ( Figure 4B ). Remarkably, "vesicular" labeling was similar to IHC and EM results (Figures 1 and 2B ), suggesting that exon 1, encoding the amino terminal of Slick, controls trafficking to LDCV. LacZ staining was absent in WT DRG ( Figure S3B ). There was "vesicular" β-galactosidase staining in the laminar region of the spinal cord and trace amounts in the sciatic nerve and the paw ( Figure S4 ). These results indicate that Slick channels are likely stored and transported to distal sites via LDCV. Finally, to ensure IHC antibody specificity, we stained adult Slick KO mouse DRG. Slick immunolabeling was absent in Slick KO mice ( Figure 4C ).
Slick KO mice exhibit augmented basal and exacerbated thermal hyperalgesia
Our data suggest that Slick channels may act to counter the effects of heat-dependent and voltage-dependent TRPV1 channels. It was previously shown that TRPV1 agonists cause hypothermia, whereas TRPV1 antagonists cause hyperthermia, and peripheral restriction of these compounds did not alter the drug effects. 27, 28 Relative internal temperature was measured noninvasively, and temperature was found significantly decreased in Slick KO compared with WT mice, revealing that Slick KO mice are hypothermic ( Figure 5A ). Calcitonin gene-related peptide primary sensory neurons encode heat and are unresponsive to mechanical stimuli. 29 Consistent with this phenotype, there were no significant differences in basal mechanical responses by dynamic Von Frey in adult WT and Slick KO mice by either force or time in paw withdrawal latency ( Figure 5B ). We pursued thermal testing ensuring that phenotypic characterizations represented peripheral properties, that of primary hyperalgesia, as opposed to mechanical allodynia which reflect the contributions of central mechanisms. 30 Baseline behavior was pooled from Hargreaves basal plantar examination over 3 days in WT and Slick KO adult male and female mice. Markedly, Slick KO exhibited augmented basal thermal hyperalgesia in both male and female compared with WT adult mice ( Figure 5C ). These results suggest that under naïve conditions, some Slick channels are expressed at the DRG neuronal membrane.
The consequences of Slick deletion were further explored in established pain models. We used a neuropathic pain sciatic nerve cuff model of chronic injury, a reversible thermal hyperalgesia model. 20 For an arbitrary set point, we used pooled baseline thermal paw withdrawal latency to assess hyperalgesic recovery. After surgery, cuff-implanted WT mice exhibited increased thermal hyperalgesia, as paw withdrawal latency was significantly lowered day 5 postsurgery. Full recovery was observed day 25 postsurgery compared with pooled baseline ( Figure 6A ). Cuff-implanted Slick KO mice exhibited exacerbated hyperalgesia and decreased paw withdrawal latency compared with cuff-implanted WT mice, also with paw withdrawal latency significantly lowered day 5 Tomasello et al 9 postsurgery. Full recovery was also observed day 25 postsurgery compared with pooled baseline. Both male and female mice were tested in each group. No change in paw withdrawal latency was observed in contralateral paw to cuff implantation. To control for estrogen signaling, female mouse samples were tested by vaginal cytology. We identified that females were not synchronized, yet, the pain behavior was consistent between females and overall between male and female mice ( Figure S5 ). Therefore, Slick channels appear to establish the threshold for thermal nociception during neuropathic pain but did not affect the time course for hyperalgesia recovery.
After neuropathic pain experimentation, IHC-stained midlumbar DRG neurons were individually selected and analyzed to measure relative integrated density of immunofluorescence. Nerve injury-related cytokines regulate CGRP and nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), 31 and the Slick gene is regulated by NF-κB. 19 As may be expected, both Slick and CGRP immunolabeling increased in cuff-implanted WT compared with sham WT mice of DRG neurons ( Figure 6B ). The increase in both Slick and CGRP immunolabeling indicates that these genes are not only targeted during injury but may also be coregulated. In Slick KO neurons, CGRP intensity did not change between sham and cuff-implanted WT mice, but relative intensity was significantly lower compared with WT mice.
As expected, Slick intensity in adult Slick KO mice was of very low detection and was considered background fluorescence. The relative intensity of SP staining did not change between WT and Slick KO mice ( Figure S6A ). Cuff-implanted WT mice also exhibited increased levels of Slick and CGRP punctate immunolabeling compared with sham WT mice in sciatic nerve, indicating increased LDCV transport after injury ( Figure 6C ). We further validated staining using a second Slick antibody and enhanced the signal with DAB ( Figure 6D ). Slick staining was absent in Slick KO sciatic tissue ( Figure  S6B ). The increased Slick and CGRP immunolabeling in DRG neurons and sciatic nerve after behavioral testing proposes vesicles are targeted to the site of injury.
Slick KO mice display sustained thermal hyperalgesia during inflammatory pain
To test the consequence of Slick deletion in a persistent inflammatory model, we injected CFA into the hind paw of adult male and female mice. For an arbitrary set point, we again used pooled baseline thermal paw withdrawal latency to assess hyperalgesic recovery. Complete Freund's adjuvant-injected WT mice exhibited prolonged but completely reversible thermal hyperalgesia. Paw withdrawal latency was significantly lowered day 1 of testing compared with pooled baseline measurements, with recovery to baseline day 12 ( Figure 7A) . Conversely, CFA-injected Slick KO mice exhibited an intensified thermal hyperalgesic response that failed to recover after 12 days of testing. Day 12 paw withdrawal latency remained significantly lower than baseline measurements. No change in paw withdrawal latency was observed in contralateral paw to cuff implantation. Slick channels are therefore essential for the thermal hyperalgesic recovery during persistent inflammation. After behavioral testing, injected paws were analyzed for Slick and CGRP immunolabeling. Whole paw staining indicated Slick and CGRP punctate staining increased in WT CFAinjected paw compared with WT saline control, suggesting that part of the CFA recovery process involves an increased synthesis and transport of CGRP and Slick channel-containing LDCV to the sight of inflammation at the axon terminal ( Figure S7 ). Calcitonin gene-related peptide punctate staining was decreased in Slick KO CFA-injected paw. We then probed hind paw edema by caliper measurement. Although there was an observed increase in edema of CFA-treated Slick KO mice compared with WT mice 1 day after injection, it did not reach the level of significance ( Figure S8 ). By the end of the behavioral study, hind paw size did not differ between mice. The similar hind paw edema at the end of behavioral examination suggests that the sustained behavioral response in Slick KO mice was likely due to a persistent altered excitability. Slick channels are found important for the recovery process after chronic inflammatory injury.
We sought to differentiate between peripheral and central nociceptive contributions in our global Slick KO mouse line. The established formalin model provides the ability to define peripheral mechanisms by scoring nocifensive behavior after acute inflammation. We found no statistical difference between WT and Slick KO adult male and female mice in phase I nor phase II nocifensive behavior, including licking behavior or time spent lifting paw ( Figure 7B and C) . The lack of a significant formalin behavioral response in Slick KO mice is similar to TRPV1 KO mouse formalin behavior. 32, 33 The formalin data indicated that central pain processing is in fact intact in Slick KO mice and that the hyperalgesic responses observed are primarily peripherally based.
Decreased outward potassium current and altered AP properties in DRG neurons from Slick KO mice
To determine the electrophysiologic consequence of Slick channel loss, we used whole-cell voltage-clamp and current-clamp techniques to investigate current and excitability properties in DRG sensory neurons. We first analyzed the properties of dissociated peptidergic adult DRG neurons from Slick KO and WT mice. There was a significant decrease in total outward potassium current in IB4− Slick KO neurons compared with WT ( Figure 8A and B) . After further investigation into AP properties, we determined that dissociated neurons exhibited similar firing patterns between Slick KO IB4− compared with WT IB4− neurons. We observed 4 groups of excitability levels, nonresponders that did not fire APs, a group that fired 1 AP, a group that fired more than 1 AP, and a hyperexcitable group that fired more than 5 APs. We report there was no significant difference in AP numbers (Table S1 ). However, Slick IB4− KO neurons that fired exhibited a prominent increase in AP height, with no change in AP width compared with WT IB4− neurons ( Figure 8C and D) . Next, we examined the inflections of the APs. At random, we chose 6 neurons that fired 1 AP and measured inflection slopes fit to an exponential standard function to define τ. We report no significant difference in rising nor falling inflection slopes between WT and Slick KO IB4− neuronal APs (Table S1 ). To investigate the contribution of Slick channels to repetitive firing, we treated neurons with an inflammatory mediator that both promotes CGRP release and excites neurons. We incubated neurons with E coli derived lipopolysaccharide (LPS), a classical inflammatory signaling response wherein LPS binds toll-like receptor 4 causing downstream activation of cytokines and cyclooxygenase-dependent prostanoid production. 34 Toll-like receptor 4 is found in both peptidergic and nonpeptidergic neurons of the DRG. 35 Lipopolysaccharide is also found to evoke CGRP release and elevate intracellular calcium in cultured DRG neurons. 36 All neurons exhibited multiple AP firing after stimulation with LPS, but we identified a significant increase in the number of APs in IB4− Slick KO neurons compared with IB4− WT neurons ( Figure 8E and F) . Finally, to verify that Slick channels are restricted to peptidergic neurons, we then recorded IB4+labeled DRG neurons. We found no significant difference in outward potassium current density nor AP height and width between WT and Slick KO IB4+ neurons. (Figure S9 ). These results confirm Slick channels are expressed primarily in IB4− peptidergic DRG neurons.
We then examined cultured embryonic DRG neurons, a more ideal system for our studies owing to the homogeneous firing properties, stable resting membrane potentials, and predominantly peptidergic population of these neurons. 7 Moreover, IB4+ labeling and its potential confounding effects is eliminated when probing these cultures. In agreement with adult cultured peptidergic IB4− neurons, we found Slick KO potassium currents are reduced as compared with WT currents (Figure 8G and I). Furthermore, neurons isolated from HET mice showed a reduced yet significant decrease in current, demonstrating gene-dosing effects. A prominent decrease in rheobase, the minimum injection of current needed to elicit an AP, was detected in Slick HET and Slick KO neurons compared with WT neurons (Figure 8H and I). The significant increase in AP height was validated in Slick KO neurons compared with WT neurons ( Figure 8J ). We again examined the inflections of the neurons, selecting 6 neurons at random and measuring inflection slopes fit to an exponential standard function to define τ. We report no significant difference in rising and falling inflection slopes between WT, Slick HET, and Slick KO neuronal APs (Table S1 ). Together, the electrophysiologic properties indicated Slick channels contribute to outward current, are essential in restraining AP height, decrease propensity to fire APs, and limit excitability during inflammatory provocation.
Investigation into previously reported Slick KO mouse line
Previous studies using a different Slick (Slo2.1) KO mouse line did not report a pain phenotype. 10 In this prior investigation, studies were focused on nonpeptidergic IB4+ neurons. Importantly, their transgenic line was made by deleting exon 22, producing a stop codon in the second regulator of K+ conductance (RCK) domain in the distal C-terminus and leaving the transmembrane domains, the pore region and RCK domain 1, intact. To mimic this Slick transgene, we engineered a truncation stop codon (F834Stop), representing loss of exon 22 in a rat Slick cDNA construct. Upon performing whole-cell voltageclamp recordings on transfected CHO cells, we were able to detect outward-rectifying potassium currents that partially gated ( Figure S10 ), underscoring the fact that the channels can still assemble. To further support this notion, we then performed ICC comparing the Slick WT with F834Stop mutation with pTracer empty vector. The epitope for the antibody is still present in the F834Stop truncated channel. The pTracer bicistronic vector expresses green fluorescent protein (GFP). By ICC, we detected Slick WT and F834Stop mutated channels in GFP expressing cells, whereas no immunolabeling was detected in pTracer empty vector-transfected cells ( Figure S11 ). At least in heterologous expression systems, the truncated Slick protein is stable. This could be important because partial Slack C-terminal protein products were previously identified by in vitro translation assay. 5 Consequently, these products containing RCK domains may be interacting with the truncated Slick channel to produce fully functional channels in this mouse line. Still, the authors previously reported an absence of the truncated Slick protein by Western analyses of brain membrane fractions and suggested that the absence may have been due to protein instability, 10 despite a lack of IHC studies. The investigators only detected significant pain behavior in Slick− Slack− double KO mice and suggested that Slick and Slack channels exist as heterotetramers. If this were the case, the unstable truncated Slick channel in their Slick transgenic mouse line should have produced a dominant negative effect on Slack channel expression, and therefore, a similar pain behavior should have been detected in Slick-only KO mice. Our data suggests that Slick channels can assemble as homotetramers and act independently of Slack channels, at the very least those channels that are targeted to and stored in LDCV.
Discussion
Slick channels act to restrain CGRP+ nociceptive DRG neurons
We are the first to report a physiologic role for Slick channels in DRG neurons. Slick channels were localized to CGRPcontaining neurons only (Figure 1 ). Slick protein synthesis appeared to primarily occur at DRG soma, where LDCVs are sorted, and channels are transported via LDCV to the periphery as indicated by the punctate staining within the sciatic nerve, the spinal cord, and the nerve ending at the paw ( Figures 4B, 6C and D; Figures S2, S4 , and S7). Slick KO mice displayed both hypothermia and augmented basal hyperalgesia ( Figure 5A and C) . Furthermore, the consequence of Slick channel loss was indicated by an exacerbated thermal hyperalgesic response to neuropathic pain ( Figure  6A ) and a sustained thermal hyperalgesic response to persistent inflammatory pain ( Figure 7A ). These effects were found primarily peripherally based ( Figure 7B and C) . In peptidergic DRG neurons, Slick channels contributed to outward potassium current but importantly acted to regulate the AP height, propensity to fire APs, and increased excitability during inflammatory signaling (Figure 8 ).
Slick channels shape AP properties
The electrophysiologic properties of Slick channels and their contribution to firing properties in DRG neurons corroborated the hyperalgesic behavioral phenotype we observed in Slick KO mice. The most salient feature we observed after Slick channel loss was the significant increase in AP height in both peptidergic adult and embryonic DRG neurons. In addition, we observed no changes in time constant during the repolarization phase of the AP. An augmentation in AP height could have multiple effects on pain signaling. Temporally, it was observed that calcium currents in small-sized and medium-sized DRG neurons initiate at the peak of the AP, likely due to the slower activation kinetics of calcium channels. 37 Theoretically then, the increased AP height in Slick KO DRG neurons, with no change in time constant during repolarization, would mean that in these neurons a significant increase in calcium accumulation occurs during AP repolarization. This would affect neurotransmission and signaling cascades. As we observed Slick-positive and CGRPpositive LDCV at the level of the spinal cord, we expect Slick channels to reside at presynaptic terminals. We infer that an enhanced AP height would likely result in elevated neurotransmitter release at the spinal cord synapses, providing an explanation to the observed increased basal thermal responsiveness in Slick KO mice. Furthermore, a characterization of C-fiber AP properties uncovered positive correlation between IB4 intensity and increased AP height in C-fibers. 38 This finding suggests a necessary biologically conserved mechanism in restraining AP height in nociceptive peptidergic neurons. Another consequence of increased AP height could be an increase in activation of TRPV1 channels. In addition to heat and acid, TRPV1 channels are gated at higher membrane voltages (voltages that reach the reversal potential of sodium). 39 Even small changes in AP height would have a profound influence on TRPV1 open probability. 39 Consequently, limiting AP height would therein reduce TRPV1 channel activity. Colocalization of Slick channels with TRPV1 channels 25, 26 to LDCV in CGRP-containing nociceptors and their presumed co-migration to the membrane during pain is supported by our observations that hyperalgesic pain was exacerbated and prolonged during chronic pain in Slick KO mice. We suggest that Slick channels limit AP height by their unique fast activation properties. In addition, there are 2 other fundamental properties of Slick channels that explain why channels only contribute to AP height. First, Slick channels are weakly voltage-dependent. 40 At lower concentrations of the Slick channel activator niflumic acid, the G-V relationship was observed to be V 1/2 of +95 mV but did shift to more negative voltages at higher concentrations of the drug. The weak voltage dependence would explain the observed significant reduction in current density at more positive voltages ( Figure 8 ) we observed in our recording conditions. Second, Slick channels are weakly sodium dependent, with an EC 50 for sodium that is more than double of what is observed for Slack channels. 12 In combination, the fast activation, weak voltage, and sodium dependence predict that channels are most active during the peak of the AP when sodium accumulation and voltage are at their highest.
We identified that Slick channels also increase AP firing threshold, at least in peptidergic embryonic neurons. We did not observe rheobase changes in adult DRG neurons, but this may be the result of the heterogeneity and instability of electrogenic properties within dissociated neurons. It could be that during small depolarizations, sodium and chloride influx can open a few Slick channels affecting rheobase. This may be contributing to the set point for basal nociception to thermal stimuli in both male and female mice, as Slick channels were localized to nerve endings in the periphery (Figure S2 and 7) . Slick channel loss was also found to increase AP number in the presence of the inflammatory mediator LPS and this observation correlates with the inability for Slick KO mice to recover to baseline during CFA-induced inflammation. We are proposing that Slick channels act as counterweights, behaving as moderators of nociception by limiting AP height and restraining excitability in CGRP-containing nociceptive neurons.
Slick and CGRP are co-regulated genes
The restricted expression of Slick channels to peptidergic CGRP neurons and their effects on nociceptor excitability emphasizes their specialized function in controlling hyperalgesic behavior. The central role of CGRP in pain and inflammation, along with the pain modality that CGRP neurons encode, 29 makes it plausible that these neurons would evolve to express a precise set of molecules that can restrain activity. As we have presented in our data, it appears that the expression of CGRP and Slick channels is in sync. Both genes are likely regulated by inflammatory cytokines, notably Slick via NF-κB signaling. 19 Slick and CGRP expression was found increased in parallel in DRG neurons of Runx1 conditional KO mice, lacking the Runx1 transcription factor essential for the specification of a large cohort of sensory neurons involved in pain, itch, and temperature sensation. 41 This study indicated that Slick and CGRP expressions were found in DRG neurons that innervated mesodermal and endodermal tissue and suggests that Slick and CGRP are important in deep tissue pain. Together, CGRP and Slick emerge as co-regulated genes.
Calcitonin gene-related peptide has garnered particular attention as a therapeutic target to treat a number of debilitating human diseases including migraines, ulcerative colitis, neuropathic pain, arthritis, and asthma. [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] Calcitonin gene-related peptide also contributes to neurogenic inflammation and to the development and maintenance of central sensitization after peripheral injury. 47 Calcitonin gene-related peptide binds to G-coupled protein receptor calcitonin receptor-like receptor (CLR), and CLR requires binding of the associated proteins receptor activity-modifying protein 1 and receptor component protein for a fully functional receptor. 48 However, GPCRs have the ability to bind other accessory proteins to alter functionality. Owing to the promiscuity of these GPCRs, directly antagonizing the CGRP receptor has been problematic, but CGRP-directed antibodies for pain treatment have shown clinical promise. 49 Targeting Slick channels to specifically limit Tomasello et al 15 CGRP peptide release could represent an alternative therapeutic strategy over broadly targeting GPCRs. Moreover, the specific Slick expression in CGRP-expressing neurons underscores their potential as therapeutic candidates for pain.
The phenotypic effects we have observed in Slick KO mice indicate that there may also be humans with erroneously functioning channels naïve to their complications. Sulem et al 50 reported on isolated homozygous and compound HET lossof-function mutations on a variety of genes, which included KCNT2 in an Icelandic population. Asthma, arthritis, and migraines were among the most prevalent diseases associated with this population. Going forward, KCNT2 channelopathies should be scrutinized when screening inflammatory and painrelated diseases.
